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Dean's Message
to the Class of 2005
Congratulations to you- the UMDNJ-School
of Osteopathic Medicine Class of 2005! I am
very proud of each one of you for achieving
this milestone. I hope you look back on your
time at UMDNJ-SOM with fond memories
of student life, your fel-

number of health conditions
our world grows each year; there
are new "man-made" health threats such as
Regrettably, the
that face

biological agents as well as natural born dis-

eases such as

SARS

decisive

low graduates, the faculty,
and ultimately
learning
earning your Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine degree.
Even though graduation
officially marked the end
of your medical school career,

it is

truly

you

Remember

coat,

benefit

are accepting the

R. Michael Gallagher,
D.O., FACOFP.

Dean

It

School of Osteopathic Medicine

from having received
your medical education
and training at the nation's finest Osteopathic Medical School, but you will also benefit
from the abundance of research, invention,
and technology that is available today to
eradicate disease and prevent illness more effectively than ever.
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work

you committed yourself to during your
White Coat Ceremony. I
know that you have been
fully prepared to meet every challenge and possess
the knowledge and skills to
achieve all of your goals.
the

of medicine. Not

you

you

always,

responsibility to carry out

and most importantly,
committed to teaching.

will

the

no
drug can replace the empathy and healing hands of a
well-trained, attentive and
dedicated physician. Each
time you don your white

ing

tory

the

As

risks.

be passionate about learn-

only

by

of defense for the
public health, you will be
challenged to continue to
learn about these emerging

aspire to practice,

dinary time in the his-

and

first-line

a beginning;

You have embarked
on your medical career
during the most extraor-

response

health community.

a new stage of your life
where you will apply your
unique skills to relieve suffering and always, continue
to learn. Regardless of the
discipline or area of medicine

that require a swift

that

has been

my

privilege

and honor to have been afforded this opportunity to
serve you.

On

behalf of the

welcome you to the Alumni
Association and trust that you will always
administration, I

consider yourself an important part of our

grow ing fam ily of physicians.
Congratulations to you and best wishes in
of your professional endeavors.

all

Associate

Dean

Warren Wallace, Ed.D.
Senior Associate Dean
Academic / Student Affairs

Assistant Deans

Andrew Pecora, D.O.
Assistant Dean
& Faculty

Education

William Ranieri, D.O.
Assistant Dean
Clinical Affairs

Development
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CELL BIOLOGY
William McAllister. Ph.D.
Chair, Professor
Sergei Borukhov, Ph.D.
Clinical Assistant Professor
Rocco Carsia, Ph.D.

Associate Professor
Teresa Duda, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor

CELL BIOLOGY
Lloyd Form an, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Carl Hock, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Bertram Lipitz, D.V.M.
Instr uctor
Pietan Liu. Ph.D.
Assistant Professor

CELL BIOLOGY
George Mulheron, Ph.D.
Adjunct Assistant Professor
Deborah Podolin. Ph.D.
Adjunct Assistant Professor
R a mesh war Sharma, Ph.D.
Professor
Dmitry Temiakov, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor

CELL BIOLOGY
Venkataswar Venkataraman, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
Bernd Spur, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
James White, Ph.D.
Adjunct Associate Professor
Kingsley Yin, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor

DENTAL MEDICINE
George Mardirossian, D.M.D.
Chair, Professor

EMERGENCY MEDICINE
Francis Levin. D.O.
Chair, Assistant Professor

FAMILY MEDICINE
Carman Ciervo, D.O.
Chair. Associate Professor

Daniel Abesh, D.O.
Assistant Professor
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FAMILY MEDICINE
Robert Aitken, D.O.
Clinical Assistant Professor
John Bcrtagnolli, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Robin M. demons, M.D.
Assistant Professor
Allen Clowets, D.O.
Assistant Professor

FAMILY MEDICINE
Edmund Elide. Ph.D.
Professor
Frank Filipetto, D.O.
Associate Professor
Shari Fine, D.O.
Assistant Professor
R. Miehael Gallagher, D.O.
Professor

FAMILY MEDICINE
Gintare Gecys, D.O.
Assistant Professor
C. Ivan Gordon, D.O.
Clinical Assistant Professor
Adarsh Gupta, D.O.
Assistant Professor
Marvin Herring, M.D.
Professor

FAMILY MEDICINE
Robert Hudriek, D.O.
Assistant Professor
Kathryn Lambert, D.O.
Assistant Professor
Robin Levin, M.D.
Assistant Professor
Lisa Beth Liehtman, D.O.
Clinical Assistant Professor

FAMILY MEDICINE
Tiffany Lowe, D.O.
Assistant Professor

David Mason, D.O.
Assistant Professor
Eleanor Masterson, D.O.
Associate Professor
Loretta Mueller, D.O.
Clinical Associate Professor

UMDNJ-SOM ARTICULA TIONS
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FAMILY MEDICINE
George Scott, D.O., D.P.M.
Assistant Professor
Florence Spitler, D.O.
Assistant Professor
Greg Taylor, D.O.
Assistant Professor
Michael Voyack, D.O.
Assistant Professor

FAMILY MEDICINE
Andrea Woll, D.O.
Clinical Assistant Professor

MEDICINE
Thomas

Cavalieri, D.O.
Chair, Professor

Stephen Burnstein, D.O.
Professor
John Chiesa, D.O.
Associate Professor

MEDICINE
Myron Chu, D.O.
Assistant Professor
Lesly D'Ambola, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Donna DiBruno, D.O.
Assistant ProfessorAlfred DiPiero, D.O.
Clinical Associate Professor

MEDICINE
Timothy Dombrowski, D.O.
Associate Professor
James Giudice, D.O.
Professor
Russell Griesback, D.O.
Clinical Associate Professor
Elizabeth Heifer, M.D.
Clinical Assistant Professor

MEDICINE
Joanne Kaiser- Smith, D.O.
A s so date Pr ofe s sor
Brian Little, D.O.
Assistant Professor
Raksha Kothari M.D.
Assistant Professor
Thomas Morley, D.O.
Professor

8

\
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MEDICINE
Christopher Myers. R.N.
Instructor

A d a o r a Okoli-Umeweni, R.N
Adjunct Associate Professor
Sherry Pomerantz, Ph.D.
Adjunct Assistant Professor
Rachel A. Pruchno, Ph.D.
Professor

MEDICINE
Nadine Rosenthal, M.D.
Clinical Assistant Professor
Stanley Schiff, D.O.
Associate Professor
Edward A. Skobac, M.D.
Assistant Professor
Amita Vasoya, D.O.
Assistant Professor

MEDICINE
Xiaodon Ye, M.D.
Assistant Professor

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Salvatore Caradonna, Ph.D.
Chair, Professor
Gary Bailin, Ph.D.
Adjunct Associate Professor
Subhasis Biswas, Ph.D.

Professor

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Ronald Ellis, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Gary Goldberg, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Michael Henry, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
Kai Mon Eee, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Susan Muller- Weeks, Ph.D.
Adjunct Assistant Professor
Robert Nagele, Ph.D.
Associate Professor

OBSTETRICS AND

GYNECOLOGY
Ronald Ayres, D.O.
Chair, Assistant Professor
Joseph Bottalico, D.O.

Associate Professor
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OBSTETRICS AND

GYNECOLOGY
C h ar

1

ene

Bramble,

M D
.

Assistant Professor
George Davis, D.O.
Associate Professor
Dipak Delvadio, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Diane Hargis-Reynolds.

CNM

Clinical Assistant Professor

OBSTETRICS AND

GYNECOLOGY
Peter Konchak. D.O.
Associate Professor
Paul Krueger, D.O.
Associate Professor
Roberta Laskowski, CNM

Instructor

Anthony Salerno, M.D.
Assistant Professor

OBSTETRICS AND

GYNECOLOGY
Theresa Scholl, Ph.D,
Professor

MPH

OSTEOPATHIC SCIENCES
David Mason, D.O.
Vice Chair, Associate Professor
Nejat Guzelsu, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Donald Krachman, D.O.
Assistant Professor

OSTEOPATHIC SCIENCES
Eleanor Masters on, D.O.
Associate Professor
Carl Mogil, D.O.
Associate Professor

PATHOLOGY
Larry Wyatt, D.O.
Chair. Associate Professor

Michael McCormack, Ph.D.
Professor

PATHOLOGY
Mary

Jo Robinson, D.O.

Assistant Professor
Linda Seeley, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Alan

J.

Shienbaum, D.O.

Assistant Professor

PEDIATRICS
Martin Finkel, D.O.
Chair. Professor
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PEDIATRICS
Anna Baldino, D.O.
Clinical Assistant Professor
F.dward Bierman, M.D.
Clinical Assistant Professor

Wendy Cook, D.O.
Clinical Assistant Professor

Susan Friedler, D.O.
Clinical Assistant Professor

PEDIATRICS
John Giacobbo, M.D.
Clinical Assistant Professor
Jacqueline Kaari, D.O.
Assistant Professor
Albertina Ricci, D.O.
Clinical Instructor

PSYCIATRY
David Riss miller, D.O.
Chair, Associate Professor

PSYCHIATRY
Timothy Arnold, D.O.
Instructor
Jane Chamberlin, M.D.
Assistant Professor
Michael J. Colis, Ph.D.
Instructor
Wilhelminia D'Dumo, R.N..
CNS Instructor

PSYCHIATRY
Elaine Elenewski, R.N., M.A.
Adjunct Instructor
Susan Franklin, R.N., CNS
Instructor

Michael Friedman, D.O.
Assistant Professor
JoAnne Gonzalez-Serrat, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor

PSYCHIATRY
Nazil Gulab, M.D.
Assistant Professor
David Harrison, D.O.
Assistant Professor
Frederick J. Humphrey, D.O.
Professor
Pamela Kane, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
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PSYCHIATRY
Geetha Kumar, M.D.
Associate Professor
Douglas Leonard, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Andrew

Levitas, M.D.

Associate Professor
Donald Light. Ph.D.
Professor

PSYCHIATRY
Harry Madison, D.O.
Assistant Professor
Leslie Madrak, D.O.
Assistant Professor

George McCandless, R.N.,

MSN

Instructor
Alfred Moyer, R.N.
Instructor

PSYCHIATRY
Erica Musser, D.O.
Assistant Professor
Stacy Nelson, R.N.,
Instructor

MSN

Denise Owen-Fabricius, R.N.
Clinical Instructor

N ars mha
i

P nn n
i

i

t

i

,

M.D.

Assistant Professor

PSYCHIATRY
George Piper. D.O.
A s s octette Profe s s o
William R a n e r D.O.
Professor
Walter Rhoades. D.O.
Instructor
James Rogers, D.O.
Assistant Professor
i

.

PSYCHIATRY
Mark Rosenberg, R.N.
Instructor

Melissa Runyon, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
Mark Sacher, D.O.
Assistant Professor
Robert Steer, Ld.D.
Professor
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PSYCHIATRY
Marianne Tracey, Ed.D
Assistant Professor
Edward Valkov, M.D.
Assistant Professor
Lydia Vender, D.O.
Clinical Assistant Professor
Marc C. Wallen, M.D.
Clinical Assistant Professor

PSYCHIATRY
Alfred Wayslow, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Glenn Zielinski, D.O.
Assistant Professor

REHABILITATION
MEDICINE
Richard Jermyn, D.O.
Associate Professor
Linda Dayer-Berenson, MSN,
Assistant Professor

RN

REHABILITATION
MEDICINE
Kavita Gupta, D.O.
A s s is t ant Pr ofe s s o

SURGERY
James Weese, M.D.
Chair. Professor

Michael
Abraham, D.O.
Associate Professor
Charles Diet/ek. D.O.
Assistant Professor
I

SURGERY
Thomas Duffy, D.O.
Assistant Professor
Manucher Fallahnejad, M.D.
Professor
Richard Liszewski, D.O.
Associate Pro fe s s o
Keith O'Malley, M.D.
Associate Professor

SURGERY
Marc Rosen, D.O.
Assistant Professor
T. Peter Stein, Ph.D.
Professor
Raymond Wojtalik, M.D.

Associate Professor

CENTER FOR AGING
Anita Chopra, M.D.
Director, Professor
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CENTER FOR AGING
M.D.

Ira Cuttler,

Assistant Professor
Ritchell

D

i

gnam

,

M.D.

Assistant Professor

John Domanski, M.D.
Assistant Professor

Manette Fine, D.O.
Clinical Assistant Professor

CENTER FOR AGING
Terrie Ginsberg, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Lynne Gradinger, M.D.
Clinical Assistant Professor

Halina Kedziora, M.D.
Clinical Assistant Professor

Tatyana Kemarskaya, M.D.
Assistant Professor

CENTER FOR AGING
Janet Lieto, D.O.

Assistant Professor
David McComb, D.O.
Clinical Assistant Professor

Prameela Pal

M.D.

I i ,

Assistant Professor

Rajankumar

Patel,

M.D.

Assistant Professor

CENTER FOR AGING
Elyse Perweiler, R.N., MPP
Assistant Professor
Stephen Scheinthal D.O.
A s s s ant P r ofe s s o
i

Nirmaia Selvam, M.D.
Clinical Assistant Professor

May Thomas, M.D.
Clinical Assistant Professor

CENTER FOR AGING
Ehab Tuppo, D.O.
Assistant Professor
Ellen Van Fossen, MSN,
Instructor

APN

CENTER FOR
CHILDREN'S SUPPORT
Martin Finkel, D.O.
Director, Professor
Esther Deblinger. Ph.D.
Professor

UMDNJ-SOM ARTICULATIONS

CENTER FOR
CHILDREN'S SUPPORT
Marita Lind, M.D.
Assistant Professor
Julie Ann L p p m a n P s y D
Assistant Professor
Lori Moyer, Ph.D.
Adjunct Instructor
Melissa Runyon, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
,

i

.

DEAN'S OFFICE
John Crosbie
Director, Strategic Planning

Robert Prodoehl, M.B.A.
Director, Operations
Robert Schieri
Executive Director,

Adminstrative & Finance
Connie Spencer, M.A.

Dean

's

Office

MARKETING
Mary Louise Bianco-Smith
Director, Marketing

STAFF
Jacqueline Giacobbe, M.S Ed.
Cognitive Skills
Mitchell Greenberg, M.D.
Director, Continuing

Medical Education

Linda Jensen
Registrar

STAFF
Marilyn Kimmelman, Ed.D.
Academic Affairs
Robert McBride, M.A.
Educational Media
Dean Micciche, M.P.A.

Alumni/Student Affa
Sanda Rollins
Financial A id

i

rs

STAFF
Janice Skica

Library
Paula Slade, M.A.S.
Director, Ad mi s s ions/ Enrollment
Services
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from the
Classroom of 2005
Voices

"Mitochondrion: a friend or a foe?"
Dr. Bailin

-

"What happens when

wrong?"

things go
-

Dr. Bailin

"Unbelievable!"
Dr.

-

Mulheron

"Who wants CANDY!!!!!"
Dr. Scheinthal

"Are you gonna pay the medical
you detach my retina"

bill

when

Jeff Gleimer

-

"So

my daughter said 'DAD! CFM boots
aren't a brand!!!'"
-

"You can keep your
-

Dr.

shoe's under

my bed anytime"

all

look confused,
-

"The only contra indications to a
exam are no finger, no rectum"

16\

White

Masterson

"You

-

Dr.

Dr. Chiesa

UMDNJ-SOM ARTICULATIONS

rectal

let's

Dr.

move on

Muller-Weeks

20

\
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The Next

Most

to the Last Blast at Bamboo Bernies

Most

Likely to be the next

leave Stratford

Michael Horowitz

Dan Merz

I'M

Okpokwasili

a professor

Sergey Medlenov

TO SOOHY.

Most

Most Likely

Likely to grin

to have an open bar

Most Likely

to wear a

head during exams

during a code

set up at morning report

feather boa into the hospital

Gopika Banker

Nitesh Patel

Haralabos Zacharatos

Sandip Nayee

Most

Most

Kem

Most Likely offend

NO LONGCR A

DANGCR

to bruise her

to ask a

question or eat during rounds

®

r

Most Likely

Most Likely

Likely to never

Dr. Dombrowski

Likely to be the next

Most Likely to

use

OMT during a

Most Likely

to spend

Most Likely

to have a video camera

Dr. Master son

CODE OR OFFER SAMPLES OF B LACK LABEL

time at the open bar

all the time, even during a code

Sajid Surve

Rajesh Patel

Dennis Flamini

Rob Barrucco

Likely to miss a rotation

Most Likely

to model for a new

because a "thing" at the "place"

clothing line for doctors

Dena Mindick

Ameer Hassan

Most Likely
hire

if

NYC

to become a scribe for

Most Likely

medical school

THE NIGHT BEFORE BEING ON CALL

doesn 't work out

to party

in

Avani Trivedi

Jen Cellini

UMDNJ-SOM ARTICULATIONS
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Steve

M.

Aydin, D.O.
B.A.

Mahwah, NJ
• Cook College,

Rutgers University

Union Hospital-NYCOM

UMDNJ - New Jersey
Medical School/Kessler Institute for
Rehabilitation

It's finally

Jersey.

over,

Mom &

and farewell to South
Dad, I know it has been

I want to thank you for
your support, care, guidance, and
perseverance. I could have never done
this without you. Finishing this is for
you guys as much as it is for me. Thank
you to my family for your support and
being there during the really tough
times. Thank you to my mentors for
there guidance and words of wisdom.
And my friends; you guys were the best
and are the true definition of a friend.

a tough 2 years.
all

"When you
tie

a knot in

reach the end of your rope,
it

and hang on."
- Thomas Jefferson

Joseph R.
Baber, D.O.
Jersey
B.S.

•

City,

NJ

Loyola College

Wright-Patterson Medical Center
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,

OH

Internal Medicine

"As you move

forth in

your careers,

continue to reflect and ask yourself
the question,

'Am

I

representing

my

profession with the highest degree of
integrity

and moral character?'

can continue to answer
the affirmative, then

this

you

If

you

question in

will find great

your life. If however you
decide to make your own rules supreme
happiness

in

or begin to play too close to the line,

you

risk everything.

Be an

ethical

person."

-Harold E. "Hap" Ridley, SJ.

(1939-2005)

36

Gopika H.
Banker, D.O.
West Orange,
B.S.

•

NJ

Fairleigh Dickinson University

UMDNJ-SOM/KMH
Stratford,

NJ

Internal Medicine

Medicine is a science of uncertainty
and an art of probability.

-

Mom

Sir

William Osier

and dad: No words can

my

equately express

ad-

gratitude for

all

you have done. It is only because
of your love and support that am who
I am today. Thank you for trusting me
and letting me discover myself. Mom.
you are my best friend and my biggest
that

I

calming force.
Bhai and Bhabhi: You are the wind
beneath my wings... you are my inspiration and my guiding light. Thank you
for believing in me.

Sneha and
ing

me

Jijaji:

Thank you

rotten. ..and

of course

for spoilI

will

never forget the endless pharmacology
reviews.

Nitesh:

You have spread over my life
of sunshine. Thank you for

like a ray

your endless love. I could not have
done it without your encouragement.

Keep

shining...

My Three
you

for

little

munchkins: Thank

your smiles

with joy.

You

are

that

my

fill

my

heart

angels.

My

Friends: Thank you for the endless
memories.
/ dedicate

my degree

to the

dreams of my grandfather.

N

3y

Himani

V.

Bhatt, D.O.
Saddle Brook, NJ
• Rutgers University

M.P.A.

Crozer-Keys tone Hosp ital
Columbia St. Lukes Roosevelt

As you journey through

life.

Choose your destinations

well.

But do not hurry there.

Avoid the

Wander

shortcuts...

the backroads...

Enjoy the scenery.

And remember
That the true worth of your travels
Lies not in the destination

But in
way.

who you come

to

be along the

-Unknown

Jennifer E.

D.O.

Cellini,
Glendora,

NJ

B.S. •Jacksonville University

UMDNJ-SOM
Stratford,

NJ

Traditional Rotating

Thank you

to

my

family and loved ones

for all of your constant

and guidance.

made

I

this far

it

support.

I

Thank you

encouragement

never would have
without your love and

love you!

to

my

classmates for your

financial support through the wonderful

You may have

business of scribing!

helped fund a future carpal tunnel
surgery!

Good

luck to

Each second we
unique

ment

all

live is a

moment of the

that will never

of you!

new and

universe, a

be again.

mo-

May

each of your moments be beautiful
remember and ones to

ones. ..ones to
build a

dream

on.

43

Heather Marie
Crawford, D.O.
Haddon
B.A.

•

NJ

Heights,

Rutgers University

UMDNJ-RWJMS
at

Cooper Hospital

OB/GYN
To

my Mom and

teachers.

You

lessons, but

Dad: Your

not only taught

by example.

my first
me by

love you!

I

To my entire family: You loved me
when things were easy and even more
when things were hard. Thank you.
To my class: I got to know so many of
you personally through all the triumps
and trials. Our class not only produced

many

skillful physicians, but

caretakers.

May

all

humane

your dreams take

you where you want

to go.

To Matt: From the moment we met,
you never let go of my hand. Because
of you, I know fairy tales do come true.
Years of pixie kisses x
"Life

is

not measured by the

of breaths
that take

we

take, but

number

by the moments

our breath away."
-

George Carlin

Hang

Dang,
D.O.
T.

Los Angeles, CA
M.S.

•

Fairleigh Dickinson Univeristy

UMDNJ-SOM
Stratford,

NJ

Traditional Rotating

Shantay Monique
Dinks, D.O.
NJ

Pennsauken,
B.S.

University of Maryland Eastern

•

Shore

UMDNJ-SOM
NJ

Stratford,

Family Practice
Jeremiah 29:

1 1

thoughts that

I

- "For

know

I

that

think toward you, saith

the Lord, thoughts of peace and not of

give you an expected end."

evil, to
I

would

first like to

life.

my

now

Heavenly

plans for

believed His promises,

I

His promises, and
full

thank

awesome

Father for His

I

am

I

my

received

seeing the

manifestation of His promises.

Thank You Lord!
would also like to thank my

mom and
and encouraging words of prayer when times were
good and bad. They have taught me the
importance of spiritual, emotional, and
mental strength. I love you both.
I

dad

To

for their love, support,

my

sisters, brothers,

other family, and

know who you

are)

my

grandparents,
friends (you

- Thanks

for

me

from the beginning.
couldn't have done it without your

believing in
I

all

love.

my LFCC family, my pastors, and
my mentors - love you all! Medical
To

I

school has fed

my

me

with knowledge for

mind, but you have each fed

spirit

my

with the knowledge that comes

from the

A

grateful.
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w ord of God - am
I

forever

Dennis M.
Flamini, D.O.
Mount Laurel, NJ
B.S.

•

Fairleigh Dickinson University

UMDNJ-SOM
Stratford,

NJ

Traditional Rotating

I'd like to use this opportunity to

thank those

who have

throughout

my

life

supported

me

and especially

during the past four years.

Mom and Dad: Thank you for
making me who I am. I have only
made

it

because of your love,

this far

support, friendship, and guidance

throughout

hope

is

that

my
I

entire

life.

make you

My only

proud.

Lauren: You are the love of my life.
You have been the light at the end of
the tunnel. You have been the source
of inspiration that

I

needed

to get

through the past four years. Thank

you for listening to me every time I
needed to vent and for understanding
when wasn't in the best of moods. I
I

cannot wait to finally begin our
life

To the
I

new

together.

rest of

my

family and friends:

could not have done this without a

little

help and support from everyone

along the way. Thank you from the

bottom of my

And

finally,

heart.

my

E..A..G..L..E..S

quote:

EAGLES!!!

Marisa
Freschi, D.O.
NJ

Ramsey,
B.S.

The College of New Jersey

•

UMDNJ-Robert Wood Johnson
University Hospital

New Brunswick, NJ
"Success means having the courage, the
determination, and the will to

become

the person

were meant

you believe you

to be".

George Sheehan

-

Thank you

to all those

me

my

who have

helped

dream of
becoming a physician. Deep within my
heart I know that this was truly meant
to be. 1 would like to especially thank
realize

my parents

life-long

for their support, both

emotionally and financially. Without
the love and encouragement of

far.

I

I

for his love and devotion to
this

my

may have

never come this
would also like to thank Michael

family,

me on

long journey (which has only just

begun). This was a true test of the
strength of our relationship.

To

my

friends,

impact on

my

forget you.

each of you has made an
and I will never

life

To

my

fellow classmates,

wish you much success in the future,
wherever it may take you. We should
be proud of what we have achieved
and continue to strive to become
excellent doctors.
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I

Jeffrey

Qleimer V.O.

lard work

Jeffrey Robert

Gleimer, D.O.
B.S.

Cheny Hill. NJ
• Emory University

UMDNJ-SOM
Stratford,

NJ

Orthopedic Surgery
"Others walk the Bow...
I

walk the String."

My brother
and
sister

N
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Deirdre Aine

Harde, D.O.
Wantage,

M.A.

•

NJ

Mount Holyoke College

UMDNJ-SOM
NJ
OB/GYN

Stratford,

I owe my success to my Grandmother
who planted the seed to become a
physician, my Father who encouraged
very high standards, my Sisters who led
the way, my boyfriend Ed who listened

my back!), and most immy Mother who has given me

(and rubbed
portantly

an endless amount of love and support.

As

for

my

future,

hands of God
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I

place this in the

Ameer E.
Hassan, D.O.
Denville
B.A.

•

NJ

Rutgers University

UMDNJ-NJMS
Newark,

NJ

Neurology*

I

would

like to

standing by

phase of my

me

thank

my

family for

during this important

life.

I

truly appreciate all

the support they have given

me

throughout the years. Thank you

and Dad

distracted.
for

Mom

making sure I did not get
To all of my friends, thanks

for

always being

there,

forget our days at

I

SOM.

will never
I

hope the

class of 2005 reaches all of their goals

and

live a

May God

long and prosperous
bless us

all.

life.

Constance Nicole
Houser, D.O.
Waretown,
B.A.

•

New Jersey

Drew

University

University of Maryland
Baltimore,

MD

Psychiatry

As our

2005

class of

approaching

is fast

the graduation day, the celebration of

our personal and professional triumphs,

my heart

and mind are poised

on events of the past four
fragility

man

of

spirit

end. While

and strength of the hu-

life

humbles and
I

to reflect

years. Seeing

am

elates

me

to

no

saddened by the events

of personal tribulations and global
catastrophes,
tic,

I

am

ever more optimis-

appreciative of

purpose.

Many

and

filled

my

Sharon

girlfriend,

of my

Roller, the love

with

my

A special

and mentors.

family, friends,

thank you to

life,

thanks go out to

life.

I

would not

stand a chance of becoming a better

man and

physician without you.

thank you Honey. Finally,

Almighty God
possible.

I

for

making

I

I

thank the

all

of it

wish everyone success, per-

severance and happiness

and lifelong endeavors.

in their daily

Djuna D.
Jones, D.O.
Newark,
B.S.N.

St.

NJ

Rutgers University

•

John Riverxnew Hospital,

MI
OB/GYN

Detroit,

Mother of life. Mother of death, here
a spirit so

is

new

That the gates of life and death are just
an archway

in

her dancing ground.

She has danced her way back

to you.

Her passage is easy but mine is hard.
wanted to hold her living flesh and
I

feel her soft breath
(I

have fed
I

and her heartbeat.

my body; would
her from my breasts.)

nurtured her in

I

would have cared
first

No

other child that

steps

will ever be

for her

and watched

and listened for her voice.

her

may come

to

me

what she would have been.

Nothing, nobody, will ever replace

Whatever healing

I

may

her.

find,

This loss will always be a part of me.

my womb,

(Bless

to create life

Bless

my

braced
Bless

which has the power

and death.)

arms

that

would have em-

her.

my

hands that would have

my

heart that grieves.

her.

Bless

lifted

Youssef
Josephson, D.O.
B.A.

•

Rutgers University

Crozer-Keystone
DrexelHill, PA
Long Island Jewish Hospital
Long Island, NY
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation

and farewell

finally over,

It's

Jersey.

Mom &

Dad,

a tough 2 years.
all

I

I

want

know
to

to
it

South

has been

thank you for

your support, care, guidance, and

perseverance.
this

I

could have never done

without you. Finishing

this is for

you guys as much as it is for me. Thank
you to my family for your support and
being there during the really tough
times.

Thank you

And my

friends;

my mentors for
words of wisdom.

to

there guidance and

you guys were

and are the true definition of a

"When you
tie

a knot in

the best

friend.

reach the end of your rope,
it

and hang on." - Thomas

Jefferson

N
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.

Chetna R.
Joshi, D.O.
B.S.

Boston University

•

UMDNJ-SOM / KHS
Stratford,

NJ

My grandfather once told me:
"Chetna, understand that everything

happens for a reason. It is your karma
that has reaped you this present, and
your present intentions/decisions that
will dictate future prosperity. Forever
strive forward, and during your journey
accept all that Life gives you as God's
blessing. Know it is His Grace and your
Heart, that will lead you to happiness...
It is not far out of reach, for happiness
is the innate characteristic of the Soul.

When you

are faced with the challenges

and tribulations of an unforgiving
world, of a judgmental human race...
When you find yourself alone, misunderstood, defeated...

The Courage

to

Live on bubbles from a

fountain deep within you...

Tap
I

into

it,

dedicate

all that

memory.. .It

my

and Shine On!"

is

I

am

to his loving

his inspiration that fuels

passion to heal

all

future patients

not only physically, but emotionally

and spiritually as well.
I

wish

all

the best to those classmates

whom

have touched my heart with
their wealth of sincerity and radiance...
you will remain life-long
colleagues, and encourage all of you
I

to

SHINE ON!
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-

•

*«.

d like to thank

God

getting through

-

MIRACLE.

medical school was a

- mi media mitad. You bring the
out of me, you

make me

Fred
best

laugh, encour-

- you are the
best gift God could ever give me.
do" eternally mi amorsito. Mom, you
age me, make

me

mom

are the best

better

Thank you

ever.

for

your encouragement and unconditional
love.

love you. Dad, thank you for

I

coming back

me how

Efrain and

ieve

Amy -

but

it,

into

I

plan,

life

and showing

my

and

I

may God
-

best friend

am

love you.

I

Parents!?

can't wait!!

of you both and
Nadra,

my

to be a daughter.

It

so glad for

I

I

can't be-

am

so proud

bless you!

was all in the
you have

it;

been such an inspiration and

my
to

life.

Thank you

my babies:

all

light in

always listening

me, for always being there

and especially for

To

for

for

me,

the baba ganoush.

Butterscotch. Blossom,

Mia-lin - you are

you guys! And,

my

therapy -

lastly,

I

love

Jeremiah 29:
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1

1

a wonderful thing

"Appreciation

is

makes what

excellent in others

is

belong to us as well"
-Voltaire

Mom
me

and Dad: Thank you

pursue

my

dream.

for letting

appreciate your

I

and generosity.
Miss Nick: Thanks for all the laughs
and smiles and secretarial efforts.
sacrifice

Mi Amore: Thank you

for

your

patience andtolerance of my studies.

I

love you.

Megan: Thank you

for the

good

times and crazy stories.
Nicole:

Thank you

for

your decorative

contributions and kind ears, you have

brightened up

my home

and

my

spirits.

To the rest of the Famiglia: All of
you have entertained, amazed and
shaped me in some way and made me

who I am

today.

Brian K.
Mclntyre, D.O.
NJ

Monroe,
B.A.

•

Rutgers College

Bay Area
Corpus Christi Medical Center
Corpus Christi, TX
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation

As graduate from medical school,
move forward with a great sense of
I

purpose

to fulfill the goals

and shaped over these
Since
I

I

last

developed
4 years.

could not have done

pay homage

to the

my

throughout

life

I

it

alone,

many people

have helped

that

me

with this achievement. With their great
love and support,
ily

my

have always been

Through

their kind

my

cornerstone.

encouragement,

and positive actions,

examples as

parents and fam-

my
I

have used their

model.

My

friends

have unwaveringly shared and enjoyed
the ups and

And

lastly,

before
all

me

all

with me.

and those

to follow,

may we

serve our patients in attaining

excellence

my

downs of it

from the excellence of those

in health.

Best Wishes to

Classmates! Cheers. Cheers
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all

Daniel

F.

Merz, D.O.
Absecon,
m

B.A.

NJ

LaSalle University

UMDNJ-SOM
Stratford,

NJ

Emergency Medicine

/

Internal Medicine

I

who

have to thank many people

helped

me

where

get

I

am

today.

My classmates especially Mike, Jeff,
Stacy

2,

pushed

Rob, and

me

to

of you

Jerry. All

succeed throughout

medical school. Dr. B, thanks for
the

amazing experience of practicing

medicine

in

for

Jamaica,

1

My friends

the smile.

always offering

to vent about

will never forget

from La

their ear

exams

or class.

"the clan" always kept

me

Salle,

when

it.

definitely

It

Billy and Katie,
better brother

I

and

is.

had

focused on

the end goal of graduating saying

be worth

I

Of course
it

will

Thanks

could not ask for a
sister.

And

finally

I

would like to thank my parents. Mom,
Dad you have always been there for
me. You have instilled in me my desire
to

succeed something that has enabled

me

to

make

something
rest

of my

good luck

it

to

medical school and

life.

me on for the
Thanks again everyone,

class

of 2005!!

that will carry
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Dena C.
Mindick, D.O.
NJ

Hazlet,
B.S.

•

Boston University

Christopher

St.

Hospital for Children

s

Philadelphia,

PA

Pediatrics

my parents, remember every day
supported my dreams by

To

I

how you have

sometimes sacrificing your own. And
though

do

it, I

at

times

live to

may

it

not seem like

make you

proud.

Debbis, thank you for knowing who,
what, where, and

when of my every

day, and for caring

my beantown

To

enough

to ask.

crew, sio, and abs,

thank you for always providing a haven
to

escape to where

who was
I

been

my rock

always helped
Big

sis

could remember

I

amidst the chaos. You have
since the beginning, and

me

find

M, thank you

my

for

strength.

your words of

wisdom. Wouldn't have made

it

through that part without you.
...and to

my

school friends, K- you put

up with the dragon when
I

had

to offer.

it

was

all

H- keep dreaming

big.

Thanks for making me an
honorary member.
dont know how
I. P.-

I

we

got here, but congrats!!
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a

-

Tamara Francoise
Moise, D.O.
Long Island,
B.A.

University

•

NY

of Virginia

Joseph s Regional Medical Center

St.

Paterson,

"Just put

in the

it

NJ

hands of God." This

me

is

the simple quote that has gotten

to

medical school and that has allowed

me

to

succeed through

and downs.

I

would

all

the ups

thank

like to

my

parents for the endless sacrifices they

have made and for raising

me

with

strong Haitian values that have helped

me

get to

where

I

am

today. Also,

I

will

always appreciate the constant words
of encouragement from the

rest

of

my

family and close friends from home.

And to 5206 and classmates:
know what would have done
I

I

don't

without

the millions of laughs and tremendous

emotional support; the memories will

never be forgotten. Finally,
is

dedicated to

passed away.

my

aunt

who

this

page

recently

You would have done

almost anything to see the cap and

gown, but
here

I

know you

in spirit.

will

always be

Sandip
Nayee, D.O.
B.S.

•

The College of New Jersey

St.

Barnabas Hospital

NY

Bronx,

Radiology
This

is

probably the

first

time that

I

get to formally thank the people that

helped

me

family.

get through

Thank you

med

school:

my

Mom for packing

eighty pounds of food every

week

so

would not have to eat cafeteria food.
Thank you Dad for helping to support
me, especially while spent the last
I

I

year interviewing frantically across the
country.

And

thank you

ing a wonderful

believing

in

Of course,

Seema

little sister

for be-

and always

me.

this

wouldn't be complete

without saying thanks to entire the class
for helping each other out through the

years from the coffee runs in the middle

of the night before exams to the partyit was all
good times!

ing after
the

over.

Thanks

for all

Nkemakonam

I.

Okpokwasili, D.O.
Bronx,

M.S.

•

Walter

NY

University of New

Haven

Reed Army Medical Center
Washington, D.C.

General Surgery

Mom&Dad: You two have always
my greatest role models. Thanks

been

me roots and wings. know
am grounded and know I can

for giving

where

I

I

I

fly.

Okwui, Ebele,&

Bert,

the world to me.

honor

to

It is

Ije:

Y'all

a blessing

mean

and an

be your brother.

Dr. Carl Vitola:

Your kindness and

intelligence will never be forgotten.

A

true old school doc.

My

Friends&Family: Encouragement,

Kindness, Love, Support, Food, Smiles,

Hope, Laughter, Strength,

Clarity,

&

Peace. These are the basics of what
y'all

have given

me

truly feel blessed

over the years.

I

and privileged to be

considered your friend.

"Love Generously,
Praise Loudly,

Live Fully"

M.

Nitesh

D.O.

Patel,

NJ

Carteret,
B.S.

•

The College of New Jersey

UMDNJ-SOM
Stratford,

NJ

Internal Medicine

Half of us are blind, few of us

we

are

all

-

I

want

me

feel,

and

deaf.

to thank

Sir

William Osier

my parents

the opportunity to

for giving

fulfill all

my

dreams. Gopi, thank you for helping

me

through the tough times and

bringing that special joy

in

my

life.

all

my

friends

thank you for making

this

experience as

Congratulations to

enjoyable as possible.
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and

Nancy Hazel
Patten, D.O.
Mantua,
B.S.

•

NJ

Fairleigh Dickinson University

UMDNJ-SOM
Stratford.

NJ

Traditional Rotating

Many

thanks to

my

family and friends.

Your love and support have encouraged

me when

I

A special

thanks to

needed

it

most.

Dave

for

believing in me, and sharing

always

my

life.

I

love you.

Dad, your name will

Mom, you
for you.
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live

on forever.

are always with me. This

is

Tiffany Nichole
Patterson, D.O.
NJ

Paterson,
B.S.

Ramapo

Walter

College of New Jersey

Reed Army Medical

Center,

D.C

Washington,

Traditional Rotating

Of all

the people in

been with

have

to

me

my

life that

throughout

have

this journey,

send a special thank you to

I

my

mother Annie Smith who has supported

me

not only through medical school,

but in everything that

wanted
success

to do.
is

Most,

I

if

have ever
not

all

of my

because of you.

my Aunt Tina, my grandmother
my Uncle Jeff, thanks for all

To

Lady, and

the support.

To the good
at
1

UMDNJ.

friends that

especially

I

made

here

you Dee Dee,

could not have gotten through four

years without

Last but not

all

of you.

least,

Robert, you have

been the most patient and understand-

man that any woman could ask for.
am so glad that we found each other.

ing
I

Jonyean
Pei, D.O.
New Hyde Park, Long Island, NY
B.A.

•

Rutgers University

Newark Beth

Israel Medical Center,

Newark,

NJ

Emergency Medicine
"The osteopath

will take

up the subject

and travel a few miles further toward
the fountain of this great source of

knowledge and apply

the results to the

relief

and comfort of the

come

for counsel

afflicted

-Andrew Taylor
To

my

beside

To

my

who

and advice.
Still,

D.O.

family, thanks for standing

me

through the deep water.

friends, thanks for

your uncondi-

tional support.

To Cody, thanks

for

keeping

me

well

trained.

To Danielle, thanks

for

keeping

me

focused.

And

lastly to

inspiring

me

my parents,
to

thank you for

become more.

2

'

Maria Esperanza
Perez Villa, D.O.
Newark,
B.A.

•

Drew

NJ

University

Morristown Memorial Hospital

NJ

Morristown,
Pediatrics

To Mom, Dad, Li and Telmo- Thank
you for everything! I love you guys!
To

my SOM

crew,

luck. ..You will all

I

wish you the best of

make

great doctors!

Viva Espa~na y Hala Madrid!
Forget about those

who

refuse to

acknowledge your accomplishments but
put you

down because of your

failures.
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Ralph
Pinchinat, D.O.
B.S.

•

SUNY at Albany

Peninsula Hospital Center

Far Rockaway
I

must give thanks

to the

because without him

of achieving
I

I

my goals

NY

most High,

am

not capable

and with Him

have achieved wisdom, understand-

ing,

and a

thanks to

spirit

my

of power.

I

must give

family and friends

helped

me

when

was down, from mother,

I

who
me

through and encouraged

Franklin, Michelle, Gheena, and

those present in

my

life.

I

father.
all

say thank

you, and best of wishes to the class

of 2005, and a special blessing
crew.

And

staff at

UMDNJ-SOM who made

happen.
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to

my

also a special thanks to the
it

all

Gerald

J.

Pinkerton, D.O.
Somerdale,
B.A.

NJ

Rutgers University

•

UMDNJ-SOM
Stratford,

NJ

Emergency Medicine

"Mom

and Dad, thank you.

It

was your

support, guidance, and love that have

shaped

me

man am

into the

I

today.

You both should be very proud. I love
you both. My wife. Amber, we share
something that others only dream of.
You mean everything to me. I love
you. Heather, Joe, and Katie, you have
a beautiful family.

Chris, you're

Mom,

I

love you guys.

my bro,

I

love you man.

Dad, Tara, Ryan, and Shawn,

you're the greatest. I'm blessed to

be able to

call

you

family. All other

family and friends, thank you for your
support,

with

all

1

share

my

accomplishments

of you."
-Jerry
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Onika Ayodele
Popo-James, D.O.
East Orange,
B.S.

New Jersey

Lincoln University

•

UMDNJ-SOM
Barnert Hospital
Paferson,

NJ

Internal Medicine

Without your love for

me

Jesus,

I

would not be able to accomplish all that
I have.
Thank you Jesus for my husband AJEY, my rock. He pushed me
when needed it, was the shoulder to
lean on when I cried, the arms to cradle
I

me when I needed

We made

it

that extra bit

thru the

MCATs,

of love.

the

1

st

two years of medical school, the boards
and the match. He backed my decisions, to leave him with a four month
old while I went back to school. Thank
you Jesus for our daughter Kennia, and
our Kianya (girl) or Akino (boy) we
have in July. Jesus has given me
wonderful family and friends who have

will

me get thru medical school
Mommy, Daddy, Granny, Al-

also helped

including

nesah, Eddie,
in

Law

Grandma Johnson,

Mom

Catherine, Dorothy (RIP),Tony,

Jimmy, Khalil, Alneisah, Allen AME,
Kia, Diana, Kenya, Dawn, Solee,
Lovelle, Lynn, Shelly-Ann, Karen,
Pearl,

Marcia

Tammy,

L.,

Marcia W., Nancy,

Tracy, Capri, Shantay, Joy,

Rhoda, Tanisha, Carol, Jackie, Casey,
Wallace and Inai.

Dr.

Love, Onika

Tana Rohit
Shah, D.O.
West Paterson,
B.A.

•

NJ

The University of Chicago

Saint Barnabas Medical Center
Livingston,

New Jersey

OB/GYN
Thank you

way who

to the teachers along the

inspired

ing.. .Also,

I

am

me

to

keep learn-

appreciative to the

who

physicians and medical students
created higher standards for
low. Finally,

I

when

I

to fol-

owe my degree to
who gave me

family and friends

time

me

needed

it

most.

all

my

a hard

Roger Sebastian
Sica,

D.O.

Ocean.
B.S.

•

NJ

Bucknell University-

Mercy Catholic Medical Center
Philadelphia, PA
Traditional Rotating

My years at UMDNJ
the very best of

myself as

a

much more
found

my

my

have been among

life.

found

I

young physician, and grew so
as a person.

also

I

future wife, Marisa,

cannot imagine

life

has gone into this pursuit

seems understated

whom

1

So much
of mine that it

without.

to

simply say

'thank you'.

and foremost, thank you

First

Mom
all

and Dad for making

me

believe

those years ago that medical school

was

You were with me
we both know I would

a possibility.

every step, and

never be here without your support.

Thanks

to friends

helped pave the

from school

way and

who

shared good

Kem, who
made SOM tick, and to Nick and Jody,
who I'll always feel I owe my life

times. Special thanks to

to.

Love

to

my brother,

Tony,

sister

Nicole, and entire family. Marisa,

thank you giving

me

the strength to

believe that there are no limits to

what we can accomplish together.
I

love you and

come

may

all

our dreams

true
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Kaaryn
Thomas, D.O.,
Lesli

MPH
Man kind

Clinton,
B.S.

•

Ursinus College

Womack Army Medical Center

\

Fort Bragg, North Carolina

Family Medicine

Moo
pa,

Grammy and Grandam so blessed to

and Daddy.

and Kandace

have family

-

I

like you.

Thank you

for

my dreams and supportall my endeavors.
am very

encouraging
ing

me

in

I

grateful that
that

I

can do

love you

Tiff and

med

We

you raised
all

me

to believe

things through Christ.

I

all.

Dee Dee

-

Thanks

for

making

school more fun! Love y'all

:)

spend precious hours fearing the

inevitable.

It

would be wise

to use that

time adoring our families, cherishing

our friends, and living ourlives.
-

A dream

doesn't

through magic;

it

become

Maya Angelou
a reality

takes sweat,

determination and hard work.
-

Colin Powell

Stacy Ellen

Thompson, D.O.
Margate,
B.A.

•

NJ

Rutgers University

UMDNJ-Robert Wood Johnson
University Hospital

New Brunswick, NJ
Pediatrics

David

I

am

so lucky to have found a

whom

partner and best friend with

share this exciting journey.
for

to

Thank you

your love, patience and for always

giving

me

a reason to smile.

Mom,

Dad, Melissa and CJ thank you for your
relentless love

and support. Without

you constantly encouraging my childhood dreams of being a pediatrician
and cheering

me

on through medical

school none of this would have been
possible.

To

the rest of my friends

and family thanks for

all

you've done

along the way, each of you has helped

me here. To the SOM class of
2005 may we draw from our education

to get

to

make

a difference in the lives

patients and be a role

generations.

model

of our

for future

Melissa Lynn
Toth, D.O.
North Brunswick,

NJ

B.A. 'Rutgers University

UMDNJ-SOM
Christ Hospital

Jersey

City,

NJ

Family Medicine
Congratulations to the Class of 2005!

has been an exciting and arduous

It

journey, and, at

last,

has

it

come

to an

end.

I

would

to

my

like to

extend a huge thank you

family for

all

of their love and

my parents and
me the value

support— especially to
grandparents

who

taught

of hard work and perseverance. Dad

know you are both smildown from Heaven. You are in my

and Grandpa,
ing

I

heart always.

Sam, thank you

for

all

of your support

and love. You have made the past three
years

memorable and

exciting.

I

look

forward to planning our wedding and

spending

Lastly,

I

my

life

with you.

pray that

all

of you,

love you.

I

my class-

mates, would have long, fruitful careers,

remembering why we aspired

be physicians.

May we make

to

a lasting,

positive impact on medicine and on the
patients

who

lives

we

touch.

-MLT
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Avani Pravin
Trivedi, D.O.
NJ

Ringoes,
B.S.

University of the Sciences

•

in

Philadelphia

St Vincent's

New

First

Medical Center
York,

and foremost,

thank

my mom

I

NY

would

like to

and dad for their guid-

ance and encouragement

dark times,

in

smiles of approval in times of celebration,

and love through

for teaching

me

ance, and hard
tain

my

Thank you

work will help you atwould like to thank

your dreams.

I

Nimisha, for reminding

sister,

that laughter is the

you babe

it all.

that faith, persever-

remedy

for putting

to

up with

all.

me

me

Love
as an

older sister and always being there.

To

the rest of my family, thanks for believ-

ing in me.

To

all

thanks for letting

my girls
me

and

friends,

escape to a world

Thanks for
weekend getaways,
and phone calls! To my friends at
SOM, without you and your support,
all of this would have been a harder
outside of medical school.

the fun late nights,

journey.

I

wish you

all

the best of luck!

Tracy Nadine
Williams, D.O.
WI

Jamaica,

NJ

East Orange,
B.A.

•

Rutgers University

Newark Beth

Israel Hospital

New Jersey

Newark,

Internal Medicine

These past four years has been an
experience for me. Sometimes good,

sometimes bad! But overall

feel that

I

because of the people that I've met,

my

classmates, the instructors, and most of

my

all

friends,

the better.

As

my

has changed for

life

ironic as

may

it

Medical school has taught
icine

is

are.

we have

it

embrace who we

family, friends,

is

my values

and

my

culture.

not been for these things,

be

at

the point

appreciation

I

med-

lives.

be the complete physi-

to fully

For me, that

beliefs,

that

only a small part of our

In order to truly

cian,

sound.

me

where

i

am

my
Had

would not

I

today. So, in

say thanks to

my

family

for all their encouragements, thanks to

my

friends (and especially

for the understanding that
at

the times that

we

greatest thanks of

me

my

girls!)

shared

struggled, and the

all to

the endurance, the

ability to follow

my
we

God

for giving

mind and

the

purpose.
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Congratulations

Class of 2005!

From Your Yearbook Committee:

Rajesh, Djuna, Heather,
Robert, Gopika and Ameer

UMDNJ

SCHOOL OF
.?

OSTEOPATHIC
a, MEDICINE
University of Medicine and Dentistry of

New

Jersey

